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A Great Sign Appeared in the Shamayim 

Revelation 12:1-2 

Greek Word for Word Comparison      
 All word studies utilize two or more lexicon sources to ensure accuracy. 

Overt errors in translation are highlighted in red. 
* Represents a reversal of word order between two words. 

Strong’s # 
Word  
Choice 

KJV 
Scripture 
Translation 

Actual 
Greek 
Interlinear 
Text 

Strong’s Hebrew    
Definitions 

Thayer’s Greek 
Lexicon 

New Restored 
Text 

Verse 1 
2532 And kai and; also; both; but; even; for; 

if; or; so; that; then; 
therefore; when; 

and; also; likewise; even; 
still; besides; moreover; 
but also; 

Then 

3173 great megas  
 
 

big; exceedingly; greatest; 
large; loud; mighty; strong; 
 
 
 

numerous, large; spacious; 
of number and quantity; 
power; splendid; esteemed 
highly; excellence; 
importance; 

an exceedingly 
important 

4592 a wonder semeion an indication; especially 
ceremonially; or 
supernaturally; miracle; sign; 
token; wonder. 

a sign; mark; token;  sign 

3700 there 
appeared 

optanomai 
 

to gaze; with wide-open eyes 
at something remarkable; 
watching from a distance; 
appear; look; see;  

to look at; behold;  appeared 

1722 in en in; at; on; by; among; about; 
between; 

in; on; at; with; by; among; 
near; while; within; in the 
course of; at the time of 
this; into;  

in 

3588 - 0 - ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 
other; he who; in order 
that; so that; 

the 

3772 heaven; ouranous 
 
Hebrew is: 
shamayim 

the sky; heaven; the abode of 
Yahuah; eternity; air; sky;  

heaven; the vaulted 
expanse of the sky with all 
the things visible in it; the 
aerial heavens; sky; the 
seat of the eternal;  

shamayim; 

1135 a woman gunee 
 
 
Root word - - 
#1096 

a woman; a wife;  
 
 
 
- - to cause to be (generate); 
to become; come into being; 
arise; be assembled; be 
brought to pass; come to pass; 
continue; be divided; happen; 
be made; be ordained to be; 
partake; be turned; wax; 
would; be wrought;  

a woman; wife; widow;  
 
 
 
- - to become; to come into 
existence; begin to be; 
receive being; absolutely; 
to come to pass; happen; to 
arise; appear; to be made; 
to be done; to be finished; 
to become as; become like; 
to change into something;   

a woman arose 
[in the east] 

4016 clothed with peribeblee- 
menee 

to throw all around; invest; 
array; cast about; clothe; put 
on;  

to throw around; to put 
round; surround a city with 
a bank; to clothe one;  

arrayed 

3588 the ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 
other; he who; in order 
that; so that; 

with the 

2246 sun, helios 
 

a ray; the sun; light; the sun sun 

2532 and kai and; also; both; but; even; 
for; if; or; so; that; then; 
therefore; when; 

and; also; likewise; even; 
still; besides; moreover; 
but also; 

and 

3588 the ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 
other; he who; in order 
that; so that; 

the  

4582 moon selene 
 

the moon; brilliancy; the moon; bright moon;  
 
Vines NT Dictionary: 
Identifies this lunar phase 
with “brightness” and 
connects this with the 
Hebrew word “yareach,”  

brilliant moon 



which means “white” lunar 
phase.   

5270 under hupokatoo down under; beneath; under;  under; underneath at 
3588 - 0 - ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 

other; he who; in order 
that; so that; 

- 0 - 

846 her autos her; he; itself; one; the other; 
mine own; said; self-same; 
yourselves; she; that; their; 
them; there; they; these 
things; this man; those; 
together; very; which; 

self; he; by oneself; him; 
her; she; it; them; 

her 

4228 feet, pous a foot; feet; footstool a foot;  feet, 
2532 and kai and; also; both; but; even; 

for; if; or; so; that; then; 
therefore; when; 

and; also; likewise; even; 
still; besides; moreover; 
but also; 

and 

1909 upon epi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

superimposition (of time, 
place, order); over; upon; of 
rest; at; on; towards; upon; 
about the times; above; 
beside; have charge of; on 
behalf of; the space of; 
throughout; in a place; in as 
much as; in the time of;  

upon; super; at; near; over; 
above; before; by; on 
account of; in addition to; 
over and above; 
concerning; as far as; to; 
unto;  
 
In composition epi denotes: 
continuance; rest; influence 
upon or over any person or 
thing; direction toward 
anything; imposition; 
accumulation; repetition; 
upward; superintendence;  

above 

3588 - 0 - ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 
other; he who; in order 
that; so that; 

- 0 - 

846 her autos her; he; itself; one; the other; 
mine own; said; self-same; 
yourselves; she; that; their; 
them; there; they; these 
things; this man; those; 
together; very; which; 

self; he; by oneself; him; 
her; she; it; them; 

her 

2776 head kephale the head;  the head; head 
4735 a crown stephanos a prize in the public games; 

symbol of honor; a badge of 
royalty; a crown;  

a crown; as a mark of 
royalty or rank; the 
eternal blessedness which 
will be given as a prize to 
the genuine servants of 
Yahuah;  

was a crown 

1427 of twelve do-dek-ah twelve; a dozen twelve of twelve 
792 stars: aster  

 
 
Root word - - 
#4766 
stronnumi 
 
 

a star (as strewn over the 
sky),  
 
 
- - stronnumi; spread as a 
carpet 
 
Note: these words (#792 and 
#4766  together make 
astronomy. 

a star 
 
 
 
- - stronnumi; to spread 
 
 
 
 

stars. 

Verse 2 
2532 - 0 - kai and; also; both; but; even; for; 

if; or; so; that; then; therefore; 
when; 

and; also; likewise; even; 
still; besides; moreover; but 
also; 

-0- 

1722 being en in; at; on; by; among; about; 
between; 

in; on; at; with; by; among; 
near; while; within; in the 
course of; at the time of this; 
into; 

With 

1064 child gaster stomach; with child; womb; 
matrix;  

belly; womb; stomach; child 

2192 with echoon   echo to hold; to accompany; count; 
conceive; do; have; keep; of 
necessity;  

to have equivalent to; to 
have; to hold; keep; 
comprise; involve; to 
regard; consider; hold as; to 
own; possess; have at hand; 
have in store; to have a 
thing in readiness; to be 
able;  

to consider 

2532 and kai and; also; both; but; even; for; 
if; or; so; that; then; therefore; 
when; 

and; also; likewise; even; 
still; besides; moreover; but 
also; 

also, 



2896 she cried krazo croak; scream; call aloud; 
shriek; exclaim; cry out; 

to croak; to cry out; cry 
aloud; call out aloud; speak 
with a loud voice;  

she cried out 

5605 travailing 
in birth, 

odino travail in birth; experience 
the pains of parturition;  

to feel the pains of 
childbirth; to travail; 

travailing in 
birth 

2532 and kai and; also; both; but; even; for; 
if; or; so; that; then; therefore; 
when; 

and; also; likewise; even; 
still; besides; moreover; but 
also; 

and 

928 pained basanizo torture; pain; torment; toss; 
vex;  

to test; to question by 
applying torture; to vex with 
grievous pain; to be 
harassed; distressed;  

pain 

5088 to be 
delivered. 

tekto to produce (from seed; as a 
mother; a plant; the earth; 
bear; be born; bring forth; be 
delivered; be in travail;  

to bring froth; bear; 
produce;  

to deliver. 

 
Verse by Verse Comparison of Revelation 12:1-2 

 New King James Translation The Creator’s Calendar New Restored 
Interlinear Text 

Verse 1 Now a great sign appeared in heaven: a woman 
clothed with the sun, with the moon under her 
feet, and on her head a garland of twelve stars. 

Then an exceedingly important sign appeared 
in the shamayim (heavens); a woman arose [in 
the east] arrayed with the sun and the brilliant 
moon at her feet, and above her head was a 
crown of twelve stars. 

Verse 2 Then being with child, she cried out in labor 
and pain to give birth.  

With child to consider also, she cried out 
travailing in birth and pain to deliver.  
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